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Abstract
This paper proposes two novel techniques for including contingencies in OPF-based electricity market computations and for the estimation
of a “system-wide” available transfer capability (SATC). The OPF problem formulation includes voltage stability constraints and a loading
parameter in order to ensure a proper stability margin for the market solution. Two methods are proposed. The first technique is an iterative
approach and computes an SATC value based on an N − 1 contingency criterion for an initial optimal operating condition, to then solve an
OPF problem for the worst contingency case; this process is repeated until the changes in the SATC values are below a minimum threshold.
The second approach solves a reduced number of OPF problems associated with contingency cases according to a ranking based on a power
transfer sensitivity analysis of the transmission lines. Both methods are tested on a 6-bus system and on a realistic 129-bus Italian network
model considering supply and demand side bidding. Local marginal prices and nodal congestion prices resulting from the proposed solutions
as well as comparisons with results obtained by means of a standard OPF technique are also presented and discussed.
© 2004 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
The worldwide deregulation and/or privatization of electricity markets has led in recent years to different competitive market structures, which can be grouped in three main
categories. These are centralized markets, standard auction
markets, and spot-pricing or hybrid markets. Although several studies have been published regarding the definition of
a complete market model able to account for both economic
and security aspects, the inclusion of the “correct” stability
constraints and the determination of fair security prices has
not been properly addressed.
This paper focuses on hybrid markets and proposes two
methods for the proper inclusion of contingencies and sta∗
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bility constraints through the use of a voltage stability constrained optimal power flow (VSC-OPF) [1,2]. The OPF
problem is solved using an interior point method (IPM) that
has proven to be robust and reliable for realistic size networks [3]. A proper representation of voltage stability constraints and maximum loading conditions, which may be associated with limit-induced bifurcations or saddle-node bifurcations, is used to represent the stability constraints in
the OPF problem [1,2,4–6]. This technique has been applied
to solve diverse OPF market problems as demonstrated in
[7,8].
Contingency constrained OPFs have been previously proposed based on linear programming techniques [9–11]. Some
studies for contingency planning and voltage security preventive control have also been presented in [12–14], and the
issue of OPF computations with inclusion of voltage stability
constraints and contingencies is discussed in [15], based on
a heuristic methodology. However, the proper accounting of
system contingencies in the VSC-OPF market problem is yet
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to be addressed in the technical literature, and is the main
thrust of this paper.
This paper uses an approach similar to [16], where the
authors proposed a technique to account for system security
through the use of voltage-stability-based constraints, and
to provide an estimation of the system congestion, through
the value of a “system-wide” available transfer capability
(SATC) as proposed in [17]. With this aim, voltage and power
transfer limits are not computed off-line, which is the current
common strategy, but are properly represented in on-line market computations by means of the inclusion of a loading parameter in the system stability constraints. In this paper, the
basic technique initially proposed in [16] and expanded in
[2] is further developed to include contingencies, such that
an accurate evaluation of the SATC can be obtained.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
basic concepts on which the proposed methodologies are
based; the definitions of SATC and of local marginal prices
and nodal congestion prices are also discussed in this section. Section 3 discusses two novel techniques to account for
contingencies in the OPF problem, with particular emphasis
on their application to OPF-based electricity market models.
The applications of the proposed techniques are illustrated
in Section 4 for a 6-bus test system and a realistic 129-bus
test system based on a model of the Italian HV transmission network assuming elastic demand bidding; for both test
systems, results are compared with respect to solutions obtained with a standard OPF-based market technique. Finally,
Section 5 discusses the main contributions of this paper as
well as possible future research directions.

transmission line power flows, together with line current Iij
and Iji thermal limits and bus voltage limits, and PS and PD
represent bounded supply and demand power bids in MW. In
this model, which is typically referred to as a security constrained OPF market model, Pij and Pji limits are obtained
by means of off-line stability studies, based on an N − 1
contingency criterion. Thus, taking out one line that realistically creates stability problems at a time, the maximum
power transfer limits on the remaining lines are determined
through angle and/or voltage stability analyses; the minimum
of these various maximum limits for each line is then used as
the limit for the corresponding OPF constraint. In practice,
however, these limits are typically determined based mostly
on power-flow-based voltage stability studies [19].
2.1. Voltage stability constrained OPF (VSC-OPF)
market model
In this paper, the security constrained OPF is modified
as proposed in [1,2,6,16], so that system security is better
modeled through the use of voltage stability conditions. Thus,
the VSC-OPF market problem can be stated as follows:
Min.

T P − C T P ) − kλ
G = −(CD
D
c
S S

→ Social benefit

s.t.

f (δ, V, QG , PS , PD ) = 0

→ PF equations

fc (δc , Vc , QGc , λc , PS , PD ) = 0

→ “Critical” PF eqs.

λcmin ≤ λc ≤ λcmax

→ Loading margin

0 ≤ PS ≤ PSmax

→ Sup. bid blocks

0 ≤ PD ≤ PDmax

→ Dem. bid blocks

Iij (δ, V ) ≤ Iijmax , Iji (δ, V )

(2)

≤ Ijimax , Iij (δc , Vc )
≤ Iijmax , Iji (δc , Vc ) ≤ Ijimax
QGmin ≤ QGc ≤ QGmax

The OPF-based approach is typically formulated as a
nonlinear constrained optimization problem, consisting of a
scalar objective function and a set of equality and inequality constraints. A “standard” OPF-based market model can
be represented using the following security constrained optimization problem (e.g. [18]):
Min.
s.t.

T P − CT P )
−(CD
D
S S

→ Thermal limits

QGmin ≤ QG ≤ QGmax ,

2. Voltage stability constrained OPF

→ Social benefit

f (δ, V, QG , PS , PD ) = 0

→ PF equations

0 ≤ PS ≤ PSmax

→ Sup. bid blocks

0 ≤ PD ≤ PDmax

→ Dem. bid blocks

|Pij (δ, V )| ≤ Pijmax , |Pji (δ, V )| ≤ Pjimax

→ Power transfer lim.

Iij (δ, V ) ≤ Iijmax , Iji (δ, V ) ≤ Ijimax

→ Thermal limits

QGmin ≤ QG ≤ QGmax

→ Gen. Q lim.

Vmin ≤ V ≤ Vmax

→ V “security” lim.

(1)
where CS and CD are vectors of supply and demand bids in
$/MW h, respectively, QG stands for the generator reactive
powers, V and δ represent the bus phasor voltages, Pij and Pji
represent the power flowing through the lines in both directions, and are used to model system security by limiting the

→ Gen. Q limits

Vmin ≤ V ≤ Vmax ,
Vmin ≤ Vc ≤ Vmax

→ V “security” lim.

In this case, along with the current system equations f that
provide the operating point, a second set of power flow equations fc and constraints with a subscript c are introduced to
represent the system at a maximum loading condition, which
can be associated with any given system limit or a voltage
stability condition. Equations fc are associated with a loading
parameter λc (expressed in p.u.), which ensures that the system has the required margin of security. The loading margin
λc is also included in the objective function through a properly scaled weighting factor k to guarantee the required maximum loading conditions (k > 0 and k  1 to avoid affecting
market solutions [2]). This parameter is bounded within minimum and maximum limits, respectively, to ensure a minimum
security margin in all operating conditions and to avoid “excessive” levels of security. Observe that the higher the value of
λcmin , the more “congested” the solution for the system would
be. An improper choice of λcmin may result in an unfeasible
OPF problem if a voltage stability limit (collapse point) corresponding to a system singularity (saddle-node bifurcation) or
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a given system controller limit like generator reactive power
limits (limit-induced bifurcation) is encountered [20,21].
For the current system equations f and the “critical” system equations fc , the generator and load powers are defined
as follows:

composition formula for LMPs proposed in [18], one has
that:
 T −1 T
∂h
∂f
(µmax − µmin )
(5)
NCP =
∂y
∂y

PG = PG0 + PS
PL = PL0 + PD

where y are the voltage phases (δ) and magnitudes (V ), h
represents the inequality constraint functions (e.g. transmission line currents), and µmax and µmin are the shadow prices
associated with the inequality constraints.

(3)

PGc = (1 + λc + kGc )PG
PLc = (1 + λc )PL

where PG0 and PL0 stand for generator and load powers which
are not part of the market bidding (e.g. must-run generators,
inelastic loads), and kGc represents a scalar variable used to
distribute the system losses associated only with the solution
of the power flow equations fc proportional to the power
injections obtained in the solution process, i.e. a standard
distributed slack bus model is used. It is assumed that the
losses associated with the loading level defined by λc in (2) are
distributed among all generators; other possible mechanisms
to handle these particular losses could be implemented, but
they are beyond the main interest of the present paper.

The solution of the OPF problem (2) provides the optimal operating point condition along with a set of Lagrangian
multipliers and dual variables, which have been previously
proposed as price indicators for OPF-based electricity markets [18]. Local marginal prices (LMPs) at each node are
commonly associated with the Lagrangian multipliers of the
power flow equations f . These LMPs can be decomposed
in several terms, typically associated with bidding costs and
dual variables (shadow prices) of system constraints. From
(2) and (3), the following expressions for LMPs can be readily
obtained:
i

− µPSmin − ρcPSi (1 + λc + kGc )
i

LMPDi = ρPDi = CDi + µPDmin − µPDmax − ρcPDi (1 + λc )
i

The available transfer capability (ATC), as defined by
NERC, is a “measure of the transfer capability remaining
in the physical transmission network for further commercial
activity over and above already committed uses” [22]. This
basic concept is typically associated with “area” interchange
limits used, for example, in markets for transmission rights.
In [17], a “system-wide” ATC (SATC) is proposed to extend
the ATC concept to a system domain, as follows:
SATC = STTC − SETC − STRM

(6)

where

2.2. Local marginal prices and nodal congestion prices

LMPSi = ρPSi = CSi + µPSmax

2.3. System available transfer capability

i

− ρcQDi (1 + λc ) tan(φDi ) − ρQDi tan(φDi )
(4)
where ρ indicates Lagrangian multipliers of the power flow
equations f , µ stands for the dual-variables (shadow prices)
for the corresponding bid blocks, and φD are the demand
power factors, which are assumed to be constant values. In
(4), terms that depend on the loading parameter λc are not
“standard”, and can be viewed as costs due to voltage stability
constraints included in the power flow equations fc [2].
Equations (4) can also be decomposed in order to determine nodal congestion prices (NCPs) [17], and are correlated
to transmission line limits and hence define prices associated
with the maximum loading condition or “system” available
transfer capability, as discussed in Section 2.3. Using the de-

STTC = min(PmaxIlim , PmaxVlim , PmaxSlim )
represents the “system-wide” total transfer capability, i.e. the
maximum power that the system can deliver given the security constraints defined by thermal limits (Ilim ), voltage limits
(Vlim ) and stability limits (Slim ) based on an N − 1 contingency criterion. SETC stands for the “system-wide” existing
transmission commitments, and STRM is the “system-wide”
transmission reliability margin, which is meant to account for
uncertainties in system operations.
In this paper, the STTC is estimated based on the loading parameter λc included in the VSC-OPF problem (2), as
follows:
STTC = (1 + λc )T
(7)

where T (T = i PLi ) represents the total transaction level
of the system. The SETC is defined as the actual power consumed by loads, i.e. SETC = T , and the STRM is assumed
to be a fixed quantity, i.e. STRM = K, where K is a given
MW value used to represent contingencies that are not being
considered during the STTC computations (e.g. N − 2 contingency criteria). Thus the SATC for the VSC-OPF problem
(2) can be defined as
SATC = λc T − K

(8)

3. Including contingencies in VSC-OPF market
model
The solution of the VSC-OPF problem (2) is used as the
initial condition for the two techniques proposed here to ac-
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count for an N − 1 contingency criterion in electricity markets based on this type of OPF approach. Contingencies are
included in (2) by taking out the selected lines when formulating the “critical” power flow equations fc , thus ensuring
that the current solution of the VSC-OPF problem is feasible
also for the given contingency. Although one could solve
one VSC-OPF for the outage of each line of the system,
this would result in a lengthy process for realistic size networks. The techniques proposed in this paper address the
problem of efficiently determining the contingencies which
cause the worst effects on the system, i.e. the lowest SATC
values.
3.1. Iterative method with N − 1 contingency criterion
Fig. 1 depicts the flow chart of the proposed method for
including the N − 1 contingency criterion, based on the continuation power flow analysis, in the VSC-OPF-based market
solutions. This method is basically composed of two basic
steps.
(1) An N − 1 contingency criterion is performed for determining the most critical line outage based on a continuation power flow analysis, using as generator and loading
directions the supply and demand bids PS and PD determined from the last VSC-OPF solution. For the continuation power flow computations [20], system controls
and limits are all considered to properly determine limit
conditions due to voltage stability, thermal and/or bus
voltage limits.
(2) The line outage that causes the minimum SATC is selected and the power flow equations fc are modified
by taking out this critical line for the solution of the
next VSC-OPF problem (2). The procedure stops when
no “better” solution can be found, i.e. the SATC of
the last two iterations is below certain tolerance, or
when the continuation power flow yields the same line
outage as the most severe one in the last two iterations. The latter criterion is used to avoid “cycling”
problems.
Observe that the OPF-based solution of the power flow
equations fc and its associated SATC generally differ from
the corresponding values obtained with the continuation
power flow, since in the VSC-OPF problem control variables,
such as generator voltages and reactive powers are modified
in order to minimize costs and maximize the loading margin
λc for the given contingency, hence the need for an iterative
process.
When removing a line in equations fc , it is necessary to
consider the “system” effects of a line outage in order to
avoid unfeasible conditions. For example, a line outage may
cause the original grid to separate into two subsystems, i.e.
islanding; in this case, the smallest island may be discarded,
or just consider the associated contingency as “unfeasible”
for the given operating conditions.

Fig. 1. Flow chart of the iterative method with N − 1 contingency criterion.

3.2. Multiple VSC-OPF with contingency ranking
This technique starts with a basic VSC-OPF solution that
does not consider contingencies so that sensitivities of power
flows with respect to the loading parameter λc can be computed. Then, based on this solution and assuming a small
variation  of the loading parameter, normalized sensitivity
factors can be approximately computed as follows:
pij = Pij

∂Pij
Pij (λc ) − Pij (λc − )
≈ Pij (λc )
∂λc


(9)

where pij and Pij are the sensitivity factor and the power
flows of line i–j, respectively; this requires an additional solution of fc for λc − . The scaling is introduced for properly
evaluating the “weight” of each line in the system, and thus
consider only those lines characterized by both “significant”
power transfers and high sensitivities [23,24].
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The first “few” lines with the biggest sensitivity factors
pij are selected (from multiple tests, five lines appear to be
a sufficient number), and a VSC-OPF for each one of these
contingencies is solved (may be done in parallel). The VSCOPF solution that presents the lowest SATC is chosen as the
final solution. Observe that not necessarily the outage of the
line with the highest sensitivity factor will always produce the
lowest SATC, because of the nonlinear nature of the voltage
stability constraints in (2), hence the need for solving more
than one VSC-OPF problem. Ranking the sensitivity factors
leads generally to determine a reduced number of critical
areas (SATCs associated with outages of high sensitivity lines
within a certain area generally show only small differences);
thus, in practice, one needs to evaluate only one contingency
constrained VSC-OPF for each critical area identified by the
sensitivity analysis.
Observe that line outages that cause a separation in islands of the original grid have to be treated in a special
way, since the VSC-OPF (2) may not converge. In order to solve this problem, the market participants of the
“smaller” islands are decommitted and the fixed power productions and/or absorptions eliminated. This solution appears to be reasonable, especially for realistic transmission
grids, that are typically well interconnected, as generally only
very few buses result islanded as a consequence of a line
outage.

4. Examples
In this section, the VSC-OPF problem (2) and the proposed
techniques to account for contingencies are applied to a 6-bus
test system and to a 129-bus model of the Italian HV transmission system. The results of the optimization technique
(1) are also discussed to observe the effect of the proposed
method on LMPs, NCPs and system security, which is represented here through the SATC. The power flow limits needed
in (1) were obtained “off-line”, as explained in Section 2,
by means of a continuation power flow technique [20]. For
both test systems, bid load and generator powers were used
as the direction needed to obtain a maximum loading point
and the associated power flows in the lines, so that proper
comparisons with the proposed techniques can be made. All
the results discussed here were obtained in Matlab using
a primal-dual IP method based on a Mehrotra’s predictorcorrector technique [25].
For both test cases, the limits of the loading parameter were
assumed to be λcmin = 0.1 and λcmax = 0.8, i.e. it is assumed
that the system can be securely loaded to an SATC between
10 and 80% of the total transaction level of the given solution.
The weighting factor k in the objective function G of (2), used
for maximizing the loading parameter, was set to k = 10−4 ,
as this was determined to be a value that does not significantly
affect the market solution. Finally, the fixed value K used to
represents the STRM is neglected (K = 0), as this does not
really affect results obtained with the proposed techniques,
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Fig. 2. 6-Bus test system.

since all computed values of SATC would be reduced by the
same amount.
4.1. 6-Bus test case
Fig. 2 depicts the 6-bus test case, which is extracted from
[26], representing three generation companies (GENCOs)
and three energy supply companies (ESCOs) that provide
supply and demand bids, respectively. (The complete data
set for this system is provided in Appendix A, so that the
results discussed here may be readily reproduced.)
Table 1 depicts the solution of (1), showing a low total
transaction level T with respect to the maximum power limits of all bids, and heterogeneous LMPs and NCPs, indicating
that system constraints, and in particular active power flow
limits, negatively affect the market solution. The SATC value,
which was computed off-line with the continuation power
flow, seems to be consistent with the chosen power flow limits. Table 1 shows also the total losses and the payment given
to the independent market operator (referred to as PayIMO ),
which is computed as the difference between demand and
supply payments as follows:


CSi PGi −
CDi PLi
(10)
PayIMO =
i

i

Table 2 illustrates the initial solution of the VSC-OPF
problem (2). Observe that, as expected, the absence of active
power flow limits and contingencies makes possible a higher
total transaction level T and more homogeneous LMPs and
lower NCPs. For the sake of comparison, this table also depicts the value of the SATC obtained off-line for this particular operating conditions. Notice that this value is higher
than the corresponding total transaction level T as well as
the corresponding value in Table 1, which is to be expected,
as “off-line” power flow limits on lines are not a very good
representation of stability. This solution is used as the initial
condition for the contingency analysis.
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Table 1
6-Bus test system: OPF with off-line power flow limits
Participant

V (p.u.)

LMP ($/MW h)

NCP ($/MW h)

PBID (MW)

P0 (MW)

Pay ($/h)

GENCO 1
GENCO 2
GENCO 3
ESCO 1
ESCO 2
ESCO 3

1.1000
1.1000
1.1000
1.0415
1.0431
1.0575

9.70
8.45
7.00
11.71
10.36
9.51

1.26
0.00
−1.50
2.96
1.60
0.88

13.99
0.00
20.55
24.56
2.31
6.60

67.5
103
45.0
67.5
75.0
67.5

−790
−867
−459
1078
799
704

Total

T = 243.5 MW
Losses = 6.2 MW

PayIMO = 464 $/h
SATC = 0.3 MW

Table 2
6-Bus test system: VSC-OPF without contingencies (λcmin = 0.1)
Participant

V (p.u.)

LMP ($/MW h)

NCP ($/MW h)

PBID (MW)

P0 (MW)

Pay ($/h)

GENCO 1
GENCO 2
GENCO 3
ESCO 1
ESCO 2
ESCO 3

1.1000
1.1000
1.1000
1.0302
1.0313
1.0526

9.16
9.06
9.15
9.60
9.60
9.39

−0.012
0.00
0.029
0.143
0.172
0.131

0.0
37.5
30.0
37.5
15.0
11.9

67.5
103
45.0
67.5
75.0
67.5

−618
−1270
−686
1008
864
745

Total

T = 274.4 MW
Losses = 8.25 MW

PayIMO = 43.9 $/h
SATC = 19.1 MW

Table 3 shows the coefficients pij used for the sensitivity
analysis as well as the SATCs computed by means of the continuation power flows technique for the two steps required by
the iterative method described in Section 3.1 when applying
an N − 1 contingency criterion. Observe that both methods
lead to similar conclusions, i.e. the sensitivity analysis indicates that the line 2–4 has the highest impact in the system
power flows, while the N − 1 contingency criteria show that
the outage of line 2–4 leads to the lowest SATC values.
Table 4 depicts the final VSC-OPF results for the critical
line 2–4 outage. This solution presents practically the same
total transaction level as provided by the solution without
contingencies in Table 3, but with different demand side bidding, and a higher SATC, as expected, since the system is
now optimized for the given critical contingency. Observe
that the rescheduling of demand bids results also in slightly
lower LMPs and NCPs, as a consequence of including more
Table 3
6-Bus test system: sensitivity coefficients pij and SATC determined applying
an N − 1 contingency criterion for two iterations (λcmin = 0.1)
Line i–j

|Pij | (p.u.)

pij

SATC1 (MW)

SATC2 (MW)

1–2
1–4
1–5
2–3
2–4
2–5
2–6
3–5
3–6
4–5
5–6

0.0463
0.6768
0.5263
0.1208
1.3872
0.5100
0.6211
0.5487
0.9591
0.0351
0.1031

−0.0219
0.3957
0.3023
0.1114
0.8649
0.3226
0.4014
0.3258
0.5331
0.0357
0.0656

194.9
110.8
202.9
205.5
83.5
184.4
194.4
185.0
165.6
192.4
197.9

200.4
116.2
210.9
210.6
86.4
189.8
202.6
190.5
160.4
200.6
206.2

precise security constraints, which in turn results in a lower
PayIMO value with respect to the one obtained with the standard OPF problem (1) in Table 1 (the higher losses are due
the transaction level being higher).
The SATC in Table 4 corresponds to a λcmin = 0.1, i.e.
10% of the total transaction level T , indicating that the
current solution has the minimum required security level
(λc = λcmin = 0.1). For the sake of comparison, Table 5 depicts the final solution obtained with a different inferior limit
for the loading parameter, i.e. λcmin = 0.125. In this case, the
line outage that creates the worst congestion problem is determined to be line 1–4. As expected, the higher minimum
security margin leads to a lower T and, with respect to results reported in Table 4, also LMPs and NCPs are generally
lower, which is due to the lower level of congestion of the
current solution. Observe that a more secure solution leads
to lower costs, because the demand model is assumed to be
elastic; hence, higher stability margins lead to less congested,
i.e. lower T , and “cheaper” optimal solutions.
In this example, the OPF technique does not reach a solution for λcmin > 0.15, which means that a solution with at
least 15% of security margin is not feasible when taking in
account an N − 1 contingency criterion. Notice that it is not
reasonable to set high values for λcmin , since the resulting
security margin already takes into account the most severe
contingency, and is thus a conservative estimation of the system stability level.
4.2. 129-Bus Italian HV transmission system
Fig. 3 depicts the complete 129-bus 400 kV Italian transmission grid which is used here in order to discuss a more
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Table 4
6-Bus test system: VSC-OPF with contingency on line 2–4 (λcmin = 0.1)
Participant

V (p.u.)

LMP ($/MW h)

NCP ($/MW h)

PBID (MW)

P0 (MW)

Pay ($/h)

GENCO 1
GENCO 2
GENCO 3
ESCO 1
ESCO 2
ESCO 3

1.1000
1.1000
1.1000
1.0312
1.0313
1.0518

9.11
9.02
9.12
9.55
9.56
9.35

−0.013
0.00
0.030
0.139
0.170
0.133

0.0
37.5
30.0
36.0
15.0
13.3

67.5
103
45.0
67.5
75.0
67.5

−615
−1263
−684
989
860
756

Total

T = 274.3 MW
Losses = 8.31 MW

PayIMO = 43.4 $/h
SATC = 27.4 MW

Fig. 3. 129-Bus Italian 400 kV transmission system (most of this information is publicly available at the GRTN web site http://www.grtn.it).
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Table 5
6-Bus test system: VSC-OPF with contingency on line 1–4 (λcmin = 0.125)
Participant

V (p.u.)

LMP ($/MW h)

NCP ($/MW h)

PBID (MW)

P0 (MW)

Pay ($/h)

GENCO 1
GENCO 2
GENCO 3
ESCO 1
ESCO 2
ESCO 3

1.1000
1.1000
1.1000
1.0490
1.0276
1.0431

8.78
8.81
8.91
9.15
9.33
9.18

−0.046
0.00
0.029
0.082
0.152
0.137

0.0
0.0
30.0
0.0
11.3
19.3

67.5
103
45.0
67.5
75.0
67.5

−671
−1045
−722
670
898
880

Total

T = 268.6 MW
Losses = 4.52 MW

PayIMO = 38.9 $/h
SATC = 33.6 MW

Table 6
Comparison of different OPF-based methods for the Italian system example
OPF method

Critical contingency

T (GW)

SATC (GW)

Losses (MW)

PayGRTN ($/MW h)

OPF (1)
VSC-OPF (2)
Iterative VSC-OPF
VSC-OPF with sensitivity analysis

“Off-line” power flows
None
Turbigo-Bovisio
Turbigo-Baggio

19.8
20.8
20.6
20.6

0.04
1.6
2.1
2.4

85.6
96.2
95.2
95.2

21900
3210
3180
3180

realistic test case and to better test the proposed techniques. It
has been assumed that 32 generators and 82 consumers participate in the market auction. Usually, Italy imports about
the 10% of its power demand from France and Switzerland,
hence power supply bids were assumed at the interties.
All bids were based on prices around 30–40 US$/MW h,
which are the average prices over the last few years in other
European countries where electricity markets are currently
in operation, and it also considers actual operating costs of
thermal plants (55% of the electrical energy produced in Italy
is thermal). Power bid levels were chosen to be about 30%
of the average consumption in order to force system congestion. All system data and security constraints, i.e. voltage
limits, generation reactive power limits and transmission line

thermal limits, were provided by CESI, the Italian electrical
research center.
Table 6 depicts the total results for different OPF problem
solutions, i.e. the standard OPF with “off-line” power transfer
limits, the VSC-OPF without contingencies and the final results obtained with the proposed techniques for including the
worst contingency, which was determined to be the outage of
lines in the Milano area (buses Turbigo, Bovisio and Baggio)
by both the N − 1 contingency criterion and the sensitivity
analysis. Conclusions similar to what is observed for the 6bus example can be drawn, i.e. the proposed techniques yield
a higher total transmission level T and a better SATC value,
while reducing the payment to the Italian independent market operator GRTN (Gestore Rete Trasmissione Nazionale).
Observe that the iterative method and the sensitivity-based
technique yield two different critical lines, but provide practically identical results, as the two lines are in the same critical
area, i.e. Milano. (The security constrained OPF solutions of
(2) show a total loss increase, since the transaction level also
increases.)
Fig. 4 depicts the comparison of LMPs and NCPs obtained
with the standard and the VSC-OPF for an outage of the
Turbigo-Baggio line, confirming that a proper representation
of voltage stability constraints and worst-case contingency
result in a better distribution of costs (LMPs) and in a reduced
impact of system congestion on electricity prices (NCPs).

5. Conclusions

Fig. 4. Comparison between LMPs and NCPs obtained with the standard and
the VSC-OPF with contingency on the Turbigo-Baggio line for the Italian
system example.

In this paper, two methods for including contingencies in a
VSC-OPF-based market are proposed and tested on a simple
test system as well as on a realistic network. Comparisons between the results obtained with the proposed techniques and
those obtained by means of a “standard” OPF-based market
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Table A.1
GENCO and ESCO bids and bus data for the 6-bus test system
Participant

C ($/MW h)

Pmax (MW)

PL0 (MW)

QL0 (MVar)

PG0 (MW)

QGlim (MVar)

GENCO 1
GENCO 2
GENCO 3
ESCO 1
ESCO 2
ESCO 3

9.7
8.8
7.0
12.0
10.5
9.5

30
37.5
30
37.5
15
30

0
0
0
67.5
75
67.5

0
0
0
45
52.5
45

67.5
103
45
0
0
0

±150
±150
±150
0
0
0

model indicate that a proper representation of system security and a proper inclusion of contingencies result in improved
transactions, higher security margins and lower prices.
The two proposed techniques lead to similar solutions
using different strategies. The first method tries to define the worst-case contingency by determining the lowest
SATC, while the second approach computes sensitivity factors whose magnitude indicate which line outages maximally
affect the total transaction level and system security.
Further research work will concentrate in modifying the
proposed VSC-OPF techniques to account for other system
constraints, such as power reserves, minimum power bids and
minimum up and down times for generators.
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Appendix A. Data of the 6-bus system example
This section depicts the complete data set for the 6-bus
test system of Fig. 2. Table A.1 shows supply and demand
bids and the bus data for the market participants, whereas
Table A.2 shows the line data. Maximum active power flow
limits were computed off-line using a continuation power
flow with generation and load directions based on the corresponding power bids, whereas thermal limits were assumed
to be twice the values of the line currents at base load condiTable A.2
Line data for the 6-bus test system
Line i–j

Rij (p.u.)

Xij (p.u.)

Bi /2 (p.u.)

Pmax (MW)

Imax (A)

1–2
1–4
1–5
2–3
2–4
2–5
2–6
3–5
3–6
4–5
5–6

0.1
0.05
0.08
0.05
0.05
0.1
0.07
0.12
0.02
0.2
0.1

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.25
0.1
0.3
0.2
0.26
0.1
0.4
0.3

0.02
0.02
0.03
0.03
0.01
0.02
0.025
0.025
0.01
0.04
0.03

11.74
39.84
50.44
18.27
57.69
33.11
43.32
23.04
47.45
7.73
2.19

200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200
200

tions for a 400 kV voltage rating. In Table A.2, it is assumed
that Iijmax = Ijimax = Imax and Pijmax = Pjimax = Pmax . Maximum and minimum voltage limits are considered to be 1.1
and 0.9 p.u.
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